Introduction
There is a notion of (weighted) (co)homology group theory of pre Lie superalgebras like those of Lie algebras. In [2] , we introduced the notion of doubly weighted homology groups for doubly weighted (say (w,h)) pre Lie superalgebras. The pre Lie superalgebra we handle in this paper is the exterior algebra of polynomial coefficient multi-vector fields on n-plane with the super bracket is the Schouten bracket. Each generator there is written as In [3] , we have proven a result:
(1) The Euler number is 0 for all doubly weighted homology groups.
In [2] , we have proven several results:
(2) Each Betti number is 0 for (w, h)-doubly weighted homology groups if w h. (4) The second Betti number is 0 for doubly weighted homology groups if w = h = 0.
In this paper, we have a main result below:
(5) The second Betti number is 0 for every doubly weighted homology groups with w = h.
X ⊗ Y + (−1)
x y Y ⊗ X where X ∈ g x , Y ∈ g y , (2.4) and we denote the equivalence class of X ⊗ Y by X∆Y .
Since X odd ∆Y odd = Y odd ∆X odd and X even ∆Y any = −Y any ∆X even hold, ∆ m g i is a symmetric algebra for odd i and is a skew-symmetric algebra for even i in the usual sense.
We introduce a recursive formula of the boundary operator using the left action.
for each homogeneous elements A i ∈ g a i . In lower degree, the boundary operator is given as bellows:
for each homogeneous elements A ∈ g a , B ∈ g b , C ∈ g c . Example 2.1 A prototype of pre Lie superalgebra is the exterior algebra of the sections of exterior power of tangent bundle of a differentiable manifold M of dimension n,
with the Schouten bracket.
There are several ways defining the Schouten bracket, namely, axiomatic explanation, sophisticated one using Clifford algebra or more direct ones (cf. [1] ). In the context of Lie algebra homology theory, we introduce the Schouten bracket as follows:
, define a binary operation by
where ∂ 0 is the boundary operator in the context of Lie algebra homology of vector fields.
In some sense, the Schouten bracket measures gap of the boundary operator ∂ 0 from the derivation.
The first chain space is
The second chain space is
Thus, π ∈ Λ 2 T(M) is Poisson if and only if ∂(π∆π) = 0, and we express it by π ∈ ker(∂)
symbolically. It will be interesting to study ker(∂) and also interesting to study specific properties of Poisson structures in ∂(C 3 ), which come from the boundary image of the third chain space C 3 .
First weight
Definition 3 We say a non-zero element in g 
Double weight
Definition 4 (Double-weight) Assume that each subspace g i of a given pre Lie superalgebra g is direct decomposed by subspaces g i, j as g i = j g i, j and satisfies
We say such pre Lie superalgebras are double-weighted.
We may define double-weighted m-th chain space by
Thus, we have (w, h)-weighted homology groups
As we explained in Introduction, we consider the Euclidean space M = R n with the Cartesian coordinates x 1 , . . ., x n . Then, we get a pre Lie super subalgebra consisting of multi vector fields of polynomial coefficients. We define
We see easily that
and so we get a double-weighted pre Lie superalgebra.
2nd Betti number for general
with a 1 + a 2 = 2 + w and
as spaces, so we may express each subspace
C 2,w,w has two expressions depending on w's parity.
To understand how C 2,w,w is decomposed, we plot the point (a 1 , b 1 ) of Y Definition 5 We define the type of single 2-chain
and extend linearly on C 2,w,w and denote it by Φ. Define a linear map φ : C 1,w,w → C 2,w,w by
If TR, then
If TL, then
, when we want only to indicate its type, we sometimes use the symbol Term a b for this purpose. Using this abbreviation and denoting ∂Φ + φ∂ by Ψ, the above become more simpler.
When TL,
Remark 3.1 (3.4) and (3.5) say that x B 1 ∂ A 1 ∆ x B 2 ∂ A 2 is one step descending to Term
if TR type and one step ascending to Term
if TL type by the map Ψ : 
Proof: We may express
To know the type of Y .
We divide C 2,w,w into the two subspaces
Definition 6 Let
We easily see
where
Our main result is the following:
The second Betti number is zero for {C •,w,w }.
In order to prove the theorem above, we follow three steps:
1. We reduce our discussion from
2. We decompose
We reduce our discussion to the rectangular region
3. We finish our discussion on the rectangular region.
TL
We prepare one of two key lemmas: Lemma 3.3 Let a and s satisfy with 1 ≦ a ≦ s ≦ Ω e .
Take
Proof: In general, we handle an element U belong to TK
[a] + UT [a] +W T R , usually we write as follows:
. Sometimes or somewhere in this article, we impolitely write
where u 1 ∈ TK [a] for instance when we do not refer u 2 and u 3 later in precise.
Corollary 3.4 Let U 0 and U ∈ TK [a] . Then we have some non-zero numbers {c i } so that
We reduce U to W [T R] in the following sense.
for some non-zero numbers {c i }.
. We may assume U 0 0. Apply Proposition 3.4
several times, we see that
for some non-zero numbers {c i }, and
is invariant under the action of Ψ. Thus, we see
TR
Here we study
For that purpose, we divide W [T R] into two parts, one is roof part
and the other is rectangular basic part
. We define three subspaces:
Making use of descending property of TR for Ψ, we prepare another key lemma like Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.5 Take
for some c 0.
Proof:
. We reduce U to the rectangular part in the following sense.
Proof: Making use of descending property of TR, applying Lemma 3.5 several times along
We divide the rectangular region horizontally, i.e.,
We have an easy lemma.
Lemma 3.6 Take
. This implies U is exact.
Remark 3.2
We can define Φ for each m-chain for m ≥ 2, and we may say φ = Φ for 1-chains. Thus, it seems to be interesting to study geometry and combinatorics of Ψ := ∂ • Φ + Φ • ∂ for m-chains with m > 2.
